ABSTRACT. We consider the discontinuous piecewise analytic initial value problem fOT a wide class of conservation laws that includes the full three-dimensional Euler equations. The initial interaction at an arbitrary curved surface is resolved in time by a convergent series. Among other features the solution exhibits shock, contact, and expansion waves as well as sound waves propagating on characteristic surfaces. The expansion waves correspond to the one-dimensional rarefactions but have a more complicated structure. The sound waves are generated in place of zero strength shocks, and they are caused by mismatches in derivatives.
Introduction.
We consider the initial value problem for a system of conservation laws given by (4) If M has multiple eigenvalues, then the corresponding field must be linearly degenerate.
Our object is to obtain a power series representing a distribution solution to (1.1). The conditions (2) - (4) are in part dictated by the properties characterizing the Euler equations. For a polytropic three-dimensional gas flow they are given by where c = / dp / dp is the speed of sound in the medium. The first and third fields are genuinely nonlinear and the corresponding eigenvalues simple. The second field is linearly degenerate with the eigenvalue of multiplicity 3. There is, however, a basis of eigenvectors so (2) - (4) are satisfied.
As a preliminary step we change variables to make the initial surface of discontinuity flat. 
If the system is strictly hyperbolic and the initial jump is small, the solution to the Riemann problem, due to P. D. Lax, is given in [1] . His proof involves the construction of the map U(y, E], ... , En): Rn ~ Rn, with y as a parameter, U(y, 0, ... ,0) = u_ (O, y) . U(y, Ej , . . . , En) represents the state obtained by starting from u _ (0, y) and travelling E; time increments along the appropriate shock, rarefaction, or contact curves. Lax .. , n, (b) ifp is a genuinely nonlinear field then either (1) eiY) *' 0, for Iyl ~ Ro, or (1') f/Y) == 0, for Iyl ~ Ro, and
IIp(u_(O,y)) '(u_L(O,y) -Ip(u+(O,y) .(u+)X<O,Y)I~ Ce., then we can construct a convergent power series which is a distribution solution to (1.2).
The solution consists of regions of analyticity separated by shock, contact, and rarefaction waves corresponding to the ones in the Riemann problem as well as sound waves corresponding to shocks of zero strength in the Riemann problem (the case fp == 0). It therefore gives a precise description of the singularities propagating from the initial discontinuity (see Figure 1 .1).
Condition (b) prevents shocks or rarefactions in the Riemann problem from degenerating to waves of zero strength within the parameter domain Iyl ~ Ro, unless they are identically of zero strength. The difficulty with transitions to sound waves is caused by the fact that the two flat characteristic surfaces joining together in the Riemann problem will not necessarily ensure that the two curved characteristic surfaces in the full problem will likewise overlap one another.
One can distinguish between two types of regions, the ones in the "gaps" between waves where the solution is analytic in x and t and the ones in the rarefactions where it is analytic in the variable x/to However, unlike the rarefactions in the Riemann problem, this last region is not a simple wave, in that characteristics are not flat and the solution is not constant along them. The regions are separated by unknown surfaces where we impose the following boundary conditions: At rarefaction and sound surfaces we impose continuity across and given the existence of the coefficients of the expansion derive that the surfaces are characteristic as formal power series. Here we need condition (b )(1') to be able to determine the sound surface coefficients uniquely. At shock surfaces we impose the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. At contacts we impose continuity of Riemann invariants and that the contact surface is characteristic. If the contact has a multiple eigenvalue, there will be less than n equations imposed. Nevertheless, it can be shown that they imply all the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across the contact.
The problem (1.1) with piecewise HS initial data restricted to ensure the formation of only one shock has been previously studied by A. Majda in [5] where the first stability and existence result for such systems with discontinuous initial data is given.
Theorem 1 answers a conjecture of R. D. Richtmyer on existence of solutions to hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with piecewise analytic initial data [6] .
The proof consists of two parts. First, the coefficients are determined and estimated and, last, the expansion is shown to converge. In the first part we make appropriate changes of variables ( §2) which in the end only amount to rearrangements of power series. One could, just as easily, determine the coefficients of the original variables uniquely, but he would face enormous difficulties at the convergence step. To obtain the coefficients, we must solve algebraic equations in the gaps, (n -1) linear ordinary differential equations coupled with one algebraic equation in rarefactions and coupling boundary equations at the shock, contact, rarefaction, and sound surfaces. This is accomplished in §3. To show convergence we use the estimates in §3 to carry out the majorization argument in §4. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
As shown in Figure 2 .1 x = </>, x = tf; are mapped into 1/ = 0, ~ = 0, respectively.
We obtain that a ( x, t, y) ( </>~ tf; ." </ >y + tf;y)
with a(x, t, y)/a(t 1/, y) the Jacobian derivative, and therefore 
For a rarefaction bounded on the left and right by cP and "", respectively ( Figure   2 .3), we change variables as follows:
x-cp(t,y) s= cP_"" '
y =y.
REMARKS. The Riemann solution was an analytic function of x/t in rarefactions.
Expanding the formula for s above we get so s behaves very much like x/to
The transformation above maps x = cP, x = "" to s = 0, s = 1, respectively.
In the new variables, (2.5)
REMARKS. As before unew(s, t, y) = uold(x, t, y). Also, in (2.5), A = A(u, y).
The solutions to (2.2), (2.5) are linked by boundary conditions. There are four types of boundaries: rarefaction, shock, sound, and contact. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4>('t',y) FIGURE 
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At a rarefaction surface we impose continuity, uold(cp(-r, y), T, y) = voId ( cp( T, y), T, y). In the new variables we get
At a shock surface we impose the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. For v and U on the left and right of a shock surface cP, they are ( 2.7)
At a sound surface we impose continuity. For u and v as above and cP a sound surface, we get (2.7a)
U(T,O,y) = V(O,T,y).
Consider now a contact surface cp(t, y) = Ap/ + ... in the linearly degenerate field Pi-To obtain weak solutions we should impose (2.7); however, if J.Li > 1, we expect that not all of the n equations in (2.7) are independent.
For each T, y we form the normal flux -/0 + cp.J and the corresponding map 
REMARKS. The reader will note the omission, for simplicity, of an index on the L's and F's signifying the gap we are in.
To obtain the equations in rarefactions we substitute (2.9) in (2.5) and collect the terms involving t k to get, for k ~ 1, 
To simplify (2.18) we note that, by differentiating Arp = Aprp with respect to u r ' multiplying on the left by I;, on the right by rj and summing
with Jrp = arp/au, the Jacobian derivative. Since
instead of (2.18), we now have
where
Note that !1I;p = 0 which is why we let j =1= P in the sum in (2.19). Since a p does not appear in (2.19) we have a partial decoupling which will prove to be helpful.
We now tum to expansions at boundaries and use equations (2.6), (2.7), (2.7a), (2.7b). For rarefactions, from (2.6),
For shocks we substitute series for u, v, cf> into (2.7) and collect the coefficient of 'Tk to obtain for k ~ 1
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which is the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for the zero order Riemann solution.
To simplify (2.21) we recall that for a p shock Uoo = U(el, ... ,ep, 0, ... ,0) and
.. , ep_ l ' 0, 0, ... ,0) = rp( v oo ) [1] . As a result we have
By substituting
in (2.21) and using (i)-(iv) above, we get and Since we get
.. , Tm) are vectors bounded independent of Ep near zero. Sand T will change in the next equations, but they will remain bounded. Solve for (k + l)<Pk+l in the second equation to get 1 (2.23) The surface coefficients <Pk can be recovered from the gap relations (2.12).
Focusing on the pth equation, if we first let m = n = ° in (2.12), (2.13) we get
Ol is satisfied as a result of the gap equations. Next, letting m = k -1 > 0, n = 0, note that from (2.12)
where Fk -1,0 contains only lower order coefficients of <p. Hence, from (2.13)
Referring to the original variables, x and t, for a moment
we let 4> be a shock surface, for example, and w the function in the gap to the right of u. Expanding the shock relations
and collecting first order terms we easily obtain
Crossing a rarefaction will yield the same estimate by switching the sides and therefore reducing it to the shock case. Crossing a sound surface u(
again gives the estimate above and, therefore, going through all the boundaries
If C is large enough in (b)(l') of Theorem 1, we obtain the desired condition.
It remains to expand at contacts in (2.7b). Equation (2.7b)(ii) yields where (2.25a)
Here we used the fact that R/uoo, y, 0) = R/voo, y, 0), i.e .
• the initial data are connected through a contact. If we let UkO = I:(a;hor;(uoo), VOk = I:(P;)Okr; (VOO) and use formulas (i)-(iv) derived for the shock expansions we get
with Si' Pi bounded matrices and
At this point we should be able to show that all coefficients can be uniquely determined from the formulas established so far. We will do it in the next section. To conclude this section, we derive from the conditions already imposed that the rarefaction and sound surfaces satisfy a characteristic equation.
We Suppose u is the function in the rarefaction to the right of cp and v is in the gap on the left. Let
Uo1d(X, t, y} = H(x/t, t, y), Vold(X,t,y) = G(x/t,t,y). Then unew(s, t, y) = H(s«cp -I{I)/t) + cp/t, t, y) and H(a, t, s), G(a, t, y) satisfy (2.27a)
tHt +(A -aI)H" + tBH.y = 0, (2.27b) tG t +(A -aI)G" + tBGy = 0,
and H( cp/t, t, y) = G( cp/t, t, y). Differentiating and multiplying by
Using (2.27a) and (2.27b) with s = cp/t the first equation leads to
H,,(cpt-CP/t) -(A -cp(t,y)/t)H" -tBHy
The second equation, after multiplying by tB; and adding, yields
CPyBH" + tBHy = cpyBG" + tBGy.
Hence we obtain
Multiplying on the left by 1/ H( cp/t, t, y), y, CP) = 1/ G( cp/t, t, y), y, CPy), we get
where h«(J, y) = H(A""O, y) is the Riemann solution, and since G is in the gap
and (<I>, -A p) 0 = 0, our claim (2.26) follows by induction.
REMARK. Note that H(<I>/t, t, y) = u(O, t, y).
Expanding (2.26) we get
where Lp( uo, y, 0) = 0 and Lp is quadratic in (u -uo). Hence, for k ~ 1, we get m (2.28)
Formulas (2.28), (2.29) are, in fact, expansions valid for rarefactions, sound, as well as contact surfaces (see (2.2Sc».
3. Linear estimates. In this section we derive a priori estimates for the linear system of equations satisfied by the kth order coefficients with inhomogeneous terms depending on lower order coefficients. These estimates will help in determining the coefficients uniquely and subsequently in showing the series converges.
In (2.13), to obtain coefficients of order k, we take m + n + 1 = k (k ~ 1). As (2.20) , (2.23), (2.2Sc) suggest, we would expect to determine </>k+ 1 for shocks, contacts, and rarefactions at the same time we determine ak's. For sound surfaces we can only determine <l>k from the boundary conditions, but (2.28) shows that, once determined, the coefficients <I> k can be estimated at the previous step.
Consider the diagram in Figure 3 .1 showing the m fields with the gaps between them. We let dotted lines signify the various waves. For example, in Figure 3 .1 we collapse a p-rarefaction to a dotted line with arrows pointing at corresponding faces. the left boundary.
Since there are m boundaries, each with 2n components on both sides, we get a total of 2mn unknown boundary components. They satisfy a linear system of equations given by the gap equations (2.13)-(2.15) and by boundary equations: rarefactions (2.20), shocks (2.24), sound (2.24a), and contacts (2.25b). Note that the pth equation at each boundary determines the surface coefficient. For example, at a sound surface, <Pk is determined from the pth equation at the boundary and, in view of (2.24b), (2.24c), it can be solved in terms of lower order terms and hence The first term above gives the total number of equations from boundaries, the second one gives the total number from gaps. To show the system has a unique solution it suffices to prove the linear mapping is one to one. This will follow from the estimates ahead.
We now divide the unknowns into two groups ii k and b k • If we are at the pth boundary (dotted line), we count (a1, ... ,a p -1 ) in the gap on the left and (a p + 1 ,' .. ,am) in the gap on the right as part of ii and ii consists of exactly these components. The rest forms b (see Figure 3. 2). It follows that ii has n' (m -1) components and b has n . (m + 1) components.
We will be able to estimate ii from the boundary equations and b from the gap equations. In rarefactions a p is the characteristic component satisfying the algebraic This can be proved inductively on m, say, by substituting formulas (3.1a) for (a;)""l1+1 into the recursion formula for (a;)m+1,n'
For notational convenience we let (ff;)mn be the sums involving the F;'s on the right-hand side of (3.1a) and (3.1b 
In the end gaps we have 1st gap 
Here p; = (A</> -A;)/A* and it follows that if we pick A* large enough, depending only on u_(y), f;, we have ° < Ip;1 ~ p < 1. Hence it follows that
Let ~k-l denote the vector containing all ff; 's from all gaps (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7). We note that the components on the left-hand side of (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7) together form the whole of b k and the ones on the right-hand side of (3.2), (3.3) next to the p7 form the whole of Ok' Hence (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), (3.7) give us 
Integrating, we get 
(aJk(l,y) = (Yi)kO(Y)' (aJk(O,y) = (UOk(Y)'
i ~ p -1, i ~ P + 1
l(aSK)kl ~ l(bsK)kl + O(€*)IS(aSK)kl + O(€*)IT(bsK)kl + Ip(g)kl
which, for €* small depending on u_, /;, implies that l(aSK)kl~ (1 
+ O(€*))I(bsK)kl+ COI(g)kl.
Similarly, from (2.25b),
I(adkl~ (1 + O(€*))I(bcLI+ Col(L)kl,
and from (2.24a), Choosing e = dsl(k + 1) we obtain
l(aSD ) k 1= l(bsD ) k I·
The lemma results by multiplying through by d: + 1 and taking sup over s E OS" 
PROOF. Let x + r -p and e = ~* -r. It suffices to show
There exists ~o( N) such that
Then there exists ~*' dependingly only on u_, h' such that
for ~ ~ ~*' with Co, eo as in (3.8a) . 
I: e-<k-l)(r-p)exP((k -l)[(r-p)N+ In(: = :)])dP.
Using Lemma 3, for ~ < ~*(N) we get
since r ~ 1. Hence, for ~ < ~* with ~* depending on u_, /; only, We now state the Main Majorization Lemma, which will be proved in (C), and use it for the rest of (B). (4.4) is satisfied up to and including the index k -1. Then 
MAIN MAJORIZATION LEMMA. Suppose we have a o ,
0,1"'" o,k-l' k ~ 1 so that(4.5) k+1 1{F;)kIH_ ~ 2(Ql{o,{Z»+zR1{o,{z),Z»)k' k I (k + 1) I { F) 1 (m + n + 1)! 1 1 (Q R) ; mn Hk _ 1 ~ m'n' { )2 { )2 2 + z 2 k' .. m+1 n+1 l{g;)kIH k _ 1 ~ {Q3 + zR 3)k' I{L;)kIH k _ 1 ~ {k + 1}-2{Q4 + zR 4)k' m + n = k -1,
with (F;h, (F;)mn' (g;h, (L;)k from
where Pi = Pil . Pi z and Pi l ' Pi z < 1. The expression
is bounded independent of m, n, j since we write it as and is bounded by 4, by considering j < ml2 and j> m12. This gives
REMARK. In all of the above, m + n + 1 = k.
We now estimate (~h's in rarefactions from their formulas given after (3.10). Using the first estimate in (4.5) and (4. 
EO(k+l)
We are now ready to get an estimate on a k , b k from (3.13). 
This, together with (4.5) -{4.7), applied to the right-hand side of (3.13) implies (4.9) with C depending on u_, /; as well as fa.
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To estimate the remaining coefficients in the gaps we consider (3.1c). We get, by using (4.9),
Letting C, which depends on EO, u_, fi' get larger from equation to equation, as we did with Co' we get
Using (4.6) as well, we obtain from (3.1c)
REMARKS. Formula (4.10) holds for the (m + l)th gap too, and (4.11) holds for the 1st gap (see (3.4) and (3.5».
To get estimates for the rarefaction coefficients we consider (3.9) with (s,
+T;(Ap~>.}r:)k)' i:;"p+1, 1";'s are the maps defined in Lemma 4. Note that (3.9) means g-(ah = (ah. We want to show that g-is a contraction mapping some ball in H::~l to itself. This will give us a fixed point in the ball.
Using (4.3a) with s' = 0, and (4.9) we obtain
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain
Similarly, 
As always, Co depends only on u_, Ii' We choose E. small enough so that COE. < 1.
Using the first inequality in (4.5) and (4.3), we get
In conclusion, adding allthe estimates above, 
19-(a)kIH;::::-/
::-/ with COE. < 1 as in (4.13a). Hence g-is a contraction, which has a fixed point (ah satisfying (4.14)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use REMARKS. D tends to infinity as eo tends to zero since C does, which means that the radius of convergence of our series approaches zero as rarefactions degenerate.
In (4.14), (a)k = « a1h, ... , (ap-1h, (a p + Ih, ... ,( amh). As a fixed point of !T, a k is the solution to the rarefaction O.D.E.'s (2.19). In §3 we could have obtained the existence of (a)k by solving the initial value O.D.E. in the complex domain. However, in this chapter we were able to obtain the estimate (4.14) in addition to the existence.
Although the rarefaction surface coefficients could be obtained from (2.20), we cannot prove the desired estimate on them from the equation because of the (k + 1) factor in front of the (a ph term. Formula (2.20) is not adequate for bounding derivatives of cf > or 1/;. Fortunately, we have (2.25), (2.28) which were derived as a consequence of cf > being characteristic.
From (2.28), using (4.9) and (4.5) we obtain (4.15)
which holds for rarefaction and sound surfaces. By (2.25c), using (4.9) and (4.5) again, it clearly holds for contact surfaces as well.
We now go back to (2.20) to obtain the estimate on a/s, y). We use (4.5) to bound (Fp)k and (4.14), (4.15) to obtain Consider the sum of all C(Q + zRh's from (4.10), (4.11), and (4.14)-(4.17) and call it Q + zR as agreed. Now set LEMMA 5.
with Ko a fixed numerical constant.
PROOF. We let [x] be the integer part of x. Then PROOF. We have
The second term above is
The estimate (4.19) follows. The result in (4.19a) follows from the fact that the right-hand side of (4.21) will not have a Wmn or U mn term in case u oo , respectively woo' is zero.
In case m = n = 0, (4.20) follows immediately. Hence, we assume m + n ;;:> 1. PROOF. By Corollary 1,
Weare now ready to prove the second inequality of the Main Majorization Lemma (see (4.5) ).
We consider the terms that enter in (F;)mn from (2.12). By the remark following (2.12) and by the hypothesis of the Main Majorization Lemma, u, cp and I/; in these terms satisfy (4.4) . In what follows, m + n = k -1 ~ 0 and JL ~ m, P ~ n. We now focus our attention on (2.17), the inhomogeneous term in rarefactions.
We let a(z) be as in the hypothesis of the Main Majorization Lemma.
We have from (4.4) 
